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A unique, cost-effective
opportunity to establish your
organization as a thought leader
across multiple channels
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Great content helps position your
organization as a thought leader in your
industry. An ongoing, integrated content
strategy establishes that leadership
position across multiple channels.
Through the Insights Content Marketing
Program, we will develop articles that
engage your audience with valuable,
relevant information that addresses their
needs. Then we will help you leverage that
content across multiple channels to gain
maximum value for your marketing spend.
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In our 24 years in business, we have written more
than 20,000 articles on hundreds of topics. We will
help you create an editorial calendar that matches your
marketing needs. Then we will develop two new
articles every month for your organization. We
will conduct one 20- to 30-minute phone interview
with a subject matter expert designed to yield two
articles in an easy-to-read Q&A format.

Caller #1

How unified communications help provide
better customer service
INSIGHTS

Traditional desktop phones are on the way out, as companies discover that unified
communications software now provides additional and more convenient ways to communicate and
share messages with employees and clients.
“When Voice over Internal Protocol (VoIP) was introduced, many capabilities were promised. With
the recent uptick in real-time communication services — instant messaging (IM), presence
information, video conferencing, speech recognition, etc. — being used in conjunction with nonreal-time communication — voicemail, email and fax, we’re finally seeing some of those capabilities
being implemented and the promises of VoIP finally being delivered,” says Jeff Beller, IT and
telecom consultant with Skoda Minotti Technology Partners.
Smart Business spoke with Beller about unified communications and how it enables companies to
be more efficient.

ACCOUNTING & CONSULTING

Stop playing phone tag
How unified communications help
provide better customer service
INTERVIEWED BY ROGER VOZAR
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raditional desktop phones are on the
way out, as companies discover that
unified communications software now
provides additional and more convenient
ways to communicate and share messages
with employees and clients.
“When Voice over Internal Protocol
(VoIP) was introduced, many capabilities
were promised. With the recent uptick in
real-time communication services — instant
messaging (IM), presence information,
video conferencing, speech recognition, etc.
— being used in conjunction with non-realtime communication — voicemail, email
and fax, we’re finally seeing some of those
capabilities being implemented and the
promises of VoIP finally being delivered,”
says Jeff Beller, IT and telecom consultant
with Skoda Minotti Technology Partners.
Smart Business spoke with Beller about
unified communications and how it enables
companies to be more efficient.
What is meant by unified communications?
Unified communications has evolved to
now deliver more fully on the promises of
VoIP — to streamline communications
so as to accelerate it, extend its reach and
afford efficient means of collaboration.
Recent advances in presence and mobility
technologies have made it more useful.
Unified communications is software that
brings different communication into a
single user interface. The software provides
presence, voice, IM, ad hoc collaboration
— audio or video, and online meeting
capabilities — all viewed, monitored,
initiated and controlled via a single unifying
application. All communication modes are
connected so that workers and clients are
able to get help at that moment in time.
As a comparison, only 20 to 30 percent
of calls are answered when using more
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(440) 449-6800
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WEBSITE: Visit skodaminottitechnology.com to learn more
about unified communications.
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traditional services, with most calls going to
voicemail. The phone tag scenario and, ‘I’m
not available, please leave a message,’ won’t
differentiate you from the competition.
What equipment is needed?
You need a VoIP-enabled phone system.
The software application can run on your
desktop, smartphone or tablet so it’s not only
unifying communications, but also the various
devices. Your smartphone turns into an office
desk phone, and when you leave the office, a
caller automatically reaches you. It’s not call
forwarding; it behaves like your office desk
phone with the same number and controls
like transferring or conferencing.
Manufacturers that offer VoIP also have
unified communications applications (chat,
presence information, etc.), or you can use a
third-party application, like Microsoft Lync,
with those VoIP systems. Have a needs and
readiness assessment performed to learn
what your needs are, understand what is
out there and then decide what works best.
It’s best to work with a consultant who can
demonstrate different manufacturers and
technologies, rather than just one offering.
How does ‘presence’ work?
Presence makes communications more
efficient by mining data in your Outlook
calendar and, when you’re unavailable,
switching availability off for your instant

messenger or phone system. It can tell how
you’d prefer to be reached or who to contact
in your absence. Also, if there’s no keyboard
activity for 15 minutes, others can see you’re
likely not at your desk. This information
populates a dashboard in the unified
communications interface that also controls
calling, instant messaging and conferencing.
The real-time display of intelligent
presence information, combined with
mobility, really benefits a receptionist, who
can direct the caller to the right person
almost instantly. Fewer calls go to voicemail,
so clients are served better. Similarly, field
service staff can communicate with coworkers more efficiently to solve problems
faster and provide better customer service.
What’s the future of unified
communications?
The need for a desk phone will become
less as workers acclimate to using unified
communications software on their desktops.
Presence technology also will improve
with multiple datapoint mining for instant
assessment of communication states. As
this state becomes more granular and
meaningful, it drives ‘smart’ communication
routing. And, as ‘always-on-and-alwaysconnected’ mobile devices (smartphones
and tablets) are integrated into the corporate
network infrastructure, the use and
significance of desk phones will dissipate. ●

What is meant by unified communications?Unified communications has evolved to now
deliver more fully on the promises of VoIP — to streamline communications so as to accelerate it,
extend its reach and afford efficient means of collaboration. Recent advances in presence and
mobility technologies have made it more useful.
Unified communications is software that brings different communication into a single user
interface. The software provides presence, voice, IM, ad hoc collaboration — audio or video, and
online meeting capabilities — all viewed, monitored, initiated and controlled via a single unifying
application. All communication modes are connected so that workers and clients are able to get
help at that moment in time.
As a comparison, only 20 to 30 percent of calls are answered when using more traditional
services, with most calls going to voicemail. The phone tag scenario and, ‘I’m not available, please
leave a message,’ won’t differentiate you from the competition.
What equipment is needed?
You need a VoIP-enabled phone system. The software application can run on your desktop,
smartphone or tablet so it’s not only unifying communications, but also the various devices. Your
smartphone turns into an office desk phone, and when you leave the office, a caller automatically
reaches you. It’s not call forwarding; it behaves like your office desk phone with the same number
and controls like transferring or conferencing.
Manufacturers that offer VoIP also have unified communications applications (chat, presence
information, etc.), or you can use a third-party application, like Microsoft Lync, with those VoIP
systems. Have a needs and readiness assessment performed to learn what your needs are,
understand what is out there and then decide what works best. It’s best to work with a consultant
who can demonstrate different manufacturers and technologies, rather than just one offering
Presence makes communications more efficient by mining data in your Outlook calendar and, when
you’re unavailable, switching availability off for your instant messenger or phone system. It can tell
how you’d prefer to be reached or who to contact in your absence. Also, if there’s no keyboard
activity for 15 minutes, others can see you’re likely not at your desk. This information populates a
dashboard in the unified communications interface that also controls calling, instant messaging and

write
once,
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many

CHANNELS

The key to garnering ROI from any content marketing
program is simple: write once, publish many. Your
content will be leveraged across a broad range of
channels to maximize its ability to reach your audience.

PRINT

Website

Blog

Your primary
monthly article
will appear on
an industryexclusive
basis in Smart
Business magazine where it will
reach an audited audience of senior
decision makers at middle-market
and large companies. You also will
receive a full-page, four-color ad
across from your article to support
your brand in the marketplace.

Your primary monthly article will
be posted to our website,
www.SBNOnline.com, which
enjoys strong visibility in Google.
Your secondary article will be sent
to you in a word format for posting
on your own website, where it will
help with your own site’s Search
Engine Optimization.

For both monthly articles, we also
will write a 100-word blog item
that you can post on your site.
These posts help draw the
attention of site visitors to your
articles, while also providing more
valuable SEO-friendly content for
the search engines.

Collateral
Your primary monthly article will
be reproduced in a PDF file suitable
for obtaining reprints to be used as
marketing collateral and in emails
to customers and prospects.

INSIGHTS

HR OUTSOURCING

Snow days and hurricanes
How to handle time off and pay
for weather-related absences
INTERVIEWED BY ROGER VOZAR

W

hether it’s a major event such as
Hurricane Sandy or simply a snow
day, businesses need to be aware of
the wage and hour implications of weatherrelated absences.
“It is important to have clearly defined
policies in place that address the many
pay-related issues that are involved with
a weather-related closing,” says Jenny
Swinerton, general counsel at Sequent.
“In addition, it’s always a good idea
to implement a contingency plan that
identifies essential personnel who are
vital to the continued operations of the
company and establish procedures for
communicating with employees regarding
emergency closures.”
The same issues apply in cases when
businesses close because of an outbreak of
the flu.
“This is expected to be one of the worst
flu seasons we’ve had in years, so it’s a good
time for businesses to review their existing
policies to ensure that they address all of the
various issues that arise when an employer is
forced to close for any reason.”
Smart Business spoke with Swinerton
about weather-related absences and how
the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA)
dictates pay requirements.
What happens to employees’ pay when a
business closes because of weather?
Employees are treated differently under
the FLSA depending on whether they are
classified as nonexempt or exempt. Briefly,
nonexempt employees are those who are
entitled to overtime pay. Exempt employees
are those who are paid on a salaried basis and
also meet specific legal requirements to be
exempt from the overtime pay requirements.
The FLSA requires employers to pay
their nonexempt or hourly employees
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JENNY SWINERTON
General counsel
Sequent
(614) 410-2362
jswinerton@sequent.biz

range of Sequent experts regarding HR, technology and
consulting: http://info.sequent.biz/blog.

Does the length of a shutdown determine
how you handle absences?
It really doesn’t matter for nonexempt
employees because they’re paid only for
hours worked. So if you shut down for a
week, you don’t have to pay nonexempt
employees during that time. With salaried
employees, unless an employer suspends
operations for an entire workweek,
they must be paid their regular weekly
salary regardless of the number of hours
they worked. This becomes tricky with
telecommuting because an exempt
employee is often going to be checking
email or responding to phone calls even
while stranded at home during a storm.
If exempt employees work for a small
portion of the workweek, they must be

Whether it’s handling your
payroll, developing your
benefits plans or providing
the technology to do it yourself,
Sequent can help take your
organization to the next level.

paid for the entire week.
If you make deductions from exempt
employees’ compensation for absences
attributed to inclement weather, you may
jeopardize the employees’ exempt status
and incur liability for any overtime they
may have worked.
What happens if an employer’s business is
open, but exempt employees don’t show up?
If the employer remains opens during
or after a natural disaster and an exempt
employee cannot report to work, the
Department of Labor considers this
to be an absence for personal reasons.
But deductions may only be made from
the exempt employee’s salary in full day
increments. However, it is important to
remember that if a salaried employee
performs even a little bit of work during the
day, employers are still required to pay the
employee’s full day salary.
What else should be considered?
Employees who are instructed to remain
on call during inclement weather and who
cannot use the time for their own personal
benefit must be compensated for this time.
Additionally, if employees are performing
job duties outside their normal scope,
such as sweeping the floor, they may be
considered a volunteer and do not need to
be paid for that time. ●

Your primary
monthly article
will appear in
makeour
it monthly
look easy.
From the
Experts email,
which is sent
to thousands
of business executives in the local
marketplace. In addition, you can
use both of your monthly articles in
your own email newsletter to drive
additional visibility for your content.
Sequent is an outsourcing and
consulting firm that helps clients
improve business performance
through HR support, payroll/HR
technology and benefits consulting.

BLOG: Read Sequent’s blog — frequent posts from a wide

Insights HR Outsourcing is brought to you by Sequent

only for those hours that the employees
have actually worked. As a result, if a
nonexempt employeed are unable to
come to work or the office is closed, the
employer is not required to pay them.
Exempt employees generally must be paid
their full salary for any week in which they
perform work. So, if an employer closes the
office because of inclement weather or other
disasters for less than a full workweek, the
employer must pay the exempt employee’s
full salary for the week. The employer may,
however, require the exempt employee to
use vacation or paid time off.

Email Marketing

sequent.biz
888.456.3627

Sequent is the Only ESAC-Accredited HR Outsourcing Firm domiciled in Ohio.

Consulting

•

Outsourcing

Social Media
For both monthly articles, we will
provide you with ready-made social
media posts for LinkedIn, facebook,
Google+ and Twitter. These posts
will provide valuable links to the
content online, further boosting
visibility of the articles and your
website in the search engines. If
you do not have a social media
presence, Smart Business will
push the links out via its own social
media channels.

Sampling of Current/Past Program Partners
• Aetna

• Humana

• Aon

• Jackson Lewis

• Arthur J. Gallagher

• Kaiser Permanente

• Capital One

• King & Spalding

• CB Richard Ellis

• Memorial Care

• Coldwell Banker

• Nationwide Insurance

• Colliers

• PNC

• Comcast

• Robert Half

• Comerica

• Sun Trust

• Crowe Horwath

• Tenet Healthcare

• Cushman & Wakefield

• Time Warner

• Dykema

• Toshiba

• Grant Thornton

• UCLA Medical Center

• Greenburg Traurig

• UPMC

• Grubb & Ellis

• Towers Watson

• HealthAmerica

• Wells Fargo

Here’s what our partners have to say:

“

We have heard from several sources that they have enjoyed
the publication and our articles. In several instances, we
have had some new business opportunities.

”

Stephen Christian
KREISCHER MILLER

“

I want to express how much name recognition traction
we have received as a result of our articles in your Smart
Business publication. Each banker that has been featured
has received numerous phone calls and emails from clients
and prospects. Our biggest hurdle in the market is name
recognition and your magazine is definitely helping us gain
market share.

”

“

Sue Zazon
FIRSTMERIT BANK

Your Insights team has been very easy to work with and
we are seeing results.

”

Al Ertel
ALLIANT HEALTH PLANS

“

Smart Business has been a big plus for us. We have
generated significant business from the articles, online
venue and repurposing the content into branded direct
marketing materials. It’s been a great vehicle to demonstrate
the very wide range of high level skills and thought
leadership our local firm offers. The program is well run and
our SB team is very supportive.

”

Michael A. Bowlan
BROWN SMITH WALLACE

“

I just wanted to pass on a positive note from a friend who
saw the online Insights article: “Just wanted to let you know
I saw your ‘Avoiding Disaster’ article in Smart Business and
it looked great!” Looks like we are off to a great start.Thanks
for all the effort!

”

Steve Vicinanza
BLUEWAVE COMPUTING

